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About This Game

Run and Jump is a challenging 3D platformer game.

Gameplay:

Run along a path generated before until you reach the finish line. You must be quick, the path only lasts for a few seconds
before disappearing.

Each level consists of multiple stages that will modify the path ahead of you. The path is randomly generated, so each attempt
will be unique.

 4 unique levels.

 3 different modes: Practice, Normal and Challenge.

 Several hours of challenging, addictive and frustrating game play.

 In game leaderboard for best scores.

 Progress and High scores saved.
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nice arkanoid/breakout clone for satanic pro gamers. For the price, you cant beat a good shmup' like Madrobot X, Im honestly
suprised more people haven't bought this game. I like the balanced level progression when it becomes more challenging every
level and I love the boss fights, they were well thought out. Extremely well worth the price. With long gameplay, high replay
value for a low price, steam cards and full controller support (I used a xbox 360 controller - perfect and precise movement), it is
hard not to recommend this game. If you love indies, what are you waiting for? This would make a great present for a friend too
10\/10.. A very short (2 hours playtime) story in a special and beautiful world, in a colorful underwater empire. Really-really
very spectacular! You can float, swim freely around, but you cant die, you can just watch the plants, the colorful fish. Its calm
and peaceful.

Of course you have a mission: activating crystals to free a little green ghost, who will show the way to the next area. To activate
those crystals it is necessary for your the hero (a little purple ghost) to posess fish, what swim around. Different fish have
different skills: one brings lightness to the dark cave areas, other eats sea urchin and thus open up the cave entrances, another
again is strong and can swim against the currents, etc.

Recommended!. Actual genius... beautiful.. This is flash game ,...
4/10
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my oppinion never give thumbs down on a game with lots of potential like this one and give the programmer a chance to
improve it but obviously let him know that they were problems previously but after the latest update , This game is freakin
Awesome, everything is working perfect and the hardness of the game has toned down a bit but not too easy, very good cartoony
graphics, great music, and fantastic everything else, loads of fun and well worth the price which i think is more than fair, if you
are a big fan of side scrolling shoot em ups i highly reccomend buy this one you will not be dissapointed, hope to see a sequel or
even more levels, both thumbs up from me and excellent work :). The game definitely looks and sounds nice, to begin with, and
it has some really interesting ideas in it, but that's about as far as it goes.

The game is an arena shooter built around a series of rather gimmicky mechanics, which more or less take over all the shmup
elements.

The controls are very unintuitive and irritating. The dubious decision to use both the keyboard and mouse, as well as the extreme
discomfort of reaching over to the number keys, really hurts the game, and it feels like it was designed exclusively for left-
handed people. Often, getting the controls to do what I want is the hardest part. This alone will probably be a deal-breaker to
most shmup fans.

I like the idea of having large open levels between the bosses, but they feel empty, tacked-on, and devoid of action, and most of
the time one only needs to see a small part of them to progress anyway.

The bosses are interesting and are probably the best part of the game. On one hand, they are exciting and colourful and each one
offers something new, but some tend to overuse annoying puzzle elements while others lack intricacy, and it's not uncommon
for a boss to use the exact same attack for more than 15 seconds at a time.

There are some good things in it, but it mostly feels like just another janky reinvention of shmups for reinvention's sake.. How
to git gud in 1.4.10
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Play the level as best as you can.
Stop before the final end card.
Save and quit -> back to menu
Continue the save game and end it with the sad moans of your people.
When you click 'Classic' you can choose to continue from previous save to hera your people's moans again.
Farm stars.
???. Pros:
- Graphics still hold up to this day!
- OUTSTANDING sound, especially with a headset. Each shot is not a toy, but a terrifying panic-enducing alarm which you
must keep a level head through to survive.
- Damage makes sense - shot with a 9 mil? Are you wearing armor thick enough to stop it from killing you? Your leg is injured,
you are limping and bleeding in pain. That shotgun is too close, there is no surviving that.
- Monumental gameplay mechanics (described in my rant below)
- SO MANY MODS!

Cons:
- No online servers left alive (aside from 4 or 5 hard-to-find custom servers)
- AI is overpowered in some moments and stupid in others

Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six 3 - were to start? I have infinite praise for this game.

This game is undeniably aged, but the gameplay mechanics still remain a pillar of tactical shooters to this day. Whether you go
on a mission with a team of expert counter-terorist operatives, or you head into a mission lone-wolf, alertness and strategy is key
to success - your life, your team's lives and the lives of helpless hostages all depend on your execution, which cannot be anything
less than perfect.

Before each mission you may chose from a range of multi-national Rainbow Operatives to accompany you on a mission. Each
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operative has his/her specialty - be it alertness, stealth, leadership or skills with various equipment from breaching charges to
sniper support to clearing rooms in close-quarters combat. It is up to you to decide each member's loadout (primary, secondary,
type of ammunition, accessories, armor type, etc.,) You may chose to go in with a single squad or split up into 3 separate squads.
Then comes the fun part - mission planning: drawing up a master plan takes time and dedication to carrying out a successful
mission with zero casualties. Doing so you can rely on your fellow squad members to carry out your plans perfectly
automatically - while you are sweeping the basement another squad that you assembled will sweep the roof for you, according to
plan. But beware, everything relies on perfection.. Where are some fun this game was for the price. Where is very simple
mechanic text Justice work!!!. I like to see more games use this formula and expand on it. So if you like endless Runners here
you are.. Although there are 1,408 palyers in game, it says in the communyty hub, I cannot play with other palyer in any way
possible. No Ranked, no free battle, no nothing. Note: I selected to match with players "from all regions", to broaden the
chances of finding someone. And yet, 0 players to play with. Whay a game,
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